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Few comments on the contribution of charm to ν-spectra

Inclusive flux of particles X from primary CRs A:
expressed via ‘Z-moments’ [e.g. Gaisser, 1990]

ZX
A−air(E) ∝

∫
dE0 IA(E0)

dσA−air→X(E0,E)

dE

=
∫

dz IA(EA/z)
dσA−air→X(E/z,z)
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Power-law spectra (IA(E0) ∝ E
−αA

0 ) can be decoupled

ZX
A−air(E) ∝ IA(E) Z̃X

A−air(E,α)

Z̃X
A−air(E,α) = A−α

∫
dz zα−1 dσA−air→X(E/z,z)

dz

Z̃X
A−air: via production spectrum of X, weighted by zα−1
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For X = ν, superposition model o.k. [e.g. Kachelriess & SO, 2014]

Z̃ν
A−air(E,α)≃ A1−α Z̃ν

p−air(E,α)

prompt contribution to νµ: important above few×100 TeV

⇒ α > 3 (e.g. α ≃ 3.1−3.3 from KASCADE-Grande )

⇒ primary nuclei can be neglected (< 10%)

Thus, we are left with p−air → hc → νµ, hc = D, D̄,D∗,Λc...

Z̃ν
p−air: factorizable as product of production & decay moments

Z̃ν
p−air(E,α) = ∑

hc

Z̃
hc

p−air(E,α) Z
decay
hc→ν(α)

Z̃
hc

p−air(E,α) =
∫

dz zα−1 dσp−air→hc
(E/z,z)

dz

Z
decay
hc→ν(α) =

∫
dz zα−1

dnν/hc
(z)

dz
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⇒ one can compare approaches at c-quark production level
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Charm production in QGSJET: aimed on studying the
effect on EAS [Kalmykov et al., Proc. ICRC-1995]

charm hadrons: mostly at low x

⇒ irrelevant for EAS development
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multi-Pomeron exchanges
(multiple parton cascades)

allows to calculate: cross sections &
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particle production: hadronization of quark-gluon stringsIn QGSJET-II: Pomeron-Pomeron interactions (scattering of
intermediate partons off the proj./target hadrons & off each other)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

thick lines = Pomerons = ’elementary’ parton cascades

contributions resummed to all orders (sign-altering series)
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Charm production in QGSJET: purely phenomenological

Charm included at the hadronization step: fragmentation of strings

governed by the intercept of the cc̄ Regge trajectory: αψ =−2

2 contributions:

fragmentation of Pomeron strings
(instead of perturbative treatment)

fragmentation of the hadron ‘remnant’ (spectator partons):
kind of ‘intrinsic charm’

2 adjustable parameters: probabilities of cc̄ pairs creation
from the vacuum (for the 2 cases)

acceptable agreement with data
(see e.g. comparisons by Goswami, 2007)
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Energy-dependence of moments for charm production

Multiplicity of D, D̄ & Λc: quickly rising with energy

but: irrelevant for ν-fluxes

NB: ‘remnant’ contribution at sub-percent level

consistent with present limits on IC

sufficient to describe exp. data (e.g. Λc-asymmetry)
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Energy-dependence of moments for charm production

Squared energy fraction in D, D̄ & Λc: nearly energy-independent

directly projects itself into ν-fluxes

energy-decrease: feature/drawback of a particular
phenomenological treament

main lesson: describing overall yield of charm & fixed target
data doesn’t warranty valid predictions
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Perturbative contribution: relatively transparent

gg → cc̄ matrix element for hard process

plus fragmentation contribution: g → cc̄ in the (perturbative)
final state cascades

caveat: energy-momentum
sharing for multiple scattering
distorts forward spectra

= +

soft Pomeron

QCD ladder

soft Pomeron

How to constrain intrinsic charm?

possibly: correlations with forward production of other hadrons
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Charm production in QGSJET-II (in progress)

Color fluctuations approach [Frankfurt et al., 2008]

proton = superposition of many multi-parton Fock states:
|p〉= ∑i

√
Ci |i〉

characteristic parton virtuality 〈q2〉: ∝ 1/R2

parton density ∝ 〈q2〉 ∝ 1/R2

⇒ Pomeron coupling: ∝ R2

IC probability: ∝ m2
c/〈q2〉 ∝ 1/R2



Charm production in QGSJET-II (in progress)

Energy-dependence of IC in pp (arbitrary normalization)

flatter dependence

stronger effect expected due to energy-distribution
(still in progress)


